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What is AI?
Goal: Teaching machines to act intelligently
 Origins: Maths, logic, computer science,
philosophy, psychology, cognitive science,
biology, ...
 History:
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Understanding intelligence is one of the oldest
questions
Turing introduced AI notions in his seminal work
“AI” coined by John McCarthy in Dartmouth, 1956

Course Overview
 AI
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Fundamentals
1. Characterizations of AI
3. Search in Problem Solving
2. Intelligent Agents
4. Knowledge Representation
5. Game Playing

Course materials: https://public.me.com/teodor.przymusinski/

Course Overview Cont.


Machine Learning
(”Every man has died, so we all will die”)







10. Overview of Machine Learning
11. Decision Tree Learning (optional)
12. Two Layer Artificial Neural Networks
13. Multi-Layer Artificial Neural Networks

Evolutionary Algorithms
(Breed your own populations and programs)
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16. Genetic Algorithms
17. Genetic Programming

Course materials: https://public.me.com/teodor.przymusinski/

Schedule of classes
Dzień tygodnia

Data

Typ zajęć

Grupy

Ilosc
Godzin
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3
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piątek

07.10.2011 r.

konwersatorium

MZ301

3

2:15

18.55 - 21.30

19:00-20:10

20:20-21:25

sobota

08.10.2011 r.

wykład

MZ301 - MZ303

3

2:15

8.00 - 10.30

8:05-9:15

9:25-10:30

sobota

08.10.2011 r.

konwersatorium

MZ302

3

2:15

10.35 - 13.35

10:40-11:50

12:00-13:05

niedziela

09.10.2011 r.

wykład

MZ301 - MZ303

3

2:15

8.00 - 10.30
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niedziela
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3

2:15

10.35 - 13.35

10:40-11:50
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11.10.2011 r.

wykład

MZ301 - MZ303
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3:45

16.15 - 20.40

16:35-17:50

12:00-13:05
18:00-19:15
19:25-20:40

środa

12.10.2011 r.

wykład

MZ301 - MZ303
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3
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3

2:15
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13:45-14:55
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RAZEM
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Course materials: https://public.me.com/teodor.przymusinski/

Characterizations of AI

Part 1
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Overview of Characterizations


1.1 Long term goals




1.2 Inspirations
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Hack away or theories

1.4 General tasks to achieve




How do we get machines to act intelligently?

1.3 Methodology employed




What do we want to achieve with AI?

Reason, learn, discover, compete, communicate, …

1.5 - 1.8 Fine grained characterizations

1.1.1 Long Term Goals
Produce intelligent behaviour in machines:
 Why use computers at all?
 They

can do things better than us
 Big calculations quickly and reliably
 We

do intelligent things

 So

get computers to do intelligent things

 Probabilistic
 Would
8

Puzzle

a computer program get this wrong?

Probabilistic Puzzle
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You're shown three doors and told: "Behind
one is the big cash prize, behind the others is
nothing. Please choose a door".
After you choose a door, the host, who knows
where the prize is, opens a door, behind which
there is nothing.
He then asks: "OK, do you want to change
your mind and choose the other door?“
Should you choose the other door?

1.1.2 Long Term Goals
Understand human intelligence in society:
 Aid to philosophy, psychology, cognitive science
 Big question: what is intelligence?




Smaller questions: language, attention, emotion

Example: The ELIZA program


Helped to study Rogerian psychotherapy

Computation vs. intelligence
 How does society affect intelligence
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AI is used to look into social behaviour

The ELIZA Program
ELIZA was one of the earliest AI programs
 It implemented some notions of Rogerian
psychotherapy
 ELIZA worked by linguistic translation of
statements such as "I'm feeling ill" into "Are
you really feeling ill" and statements such as
"I'm sorry you are feeling ill“
 It was remarkably successful, and did fool
some people into believing they were
conversing with a human psychotherapist.
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1.1.3 Long Term Goals
Give birth to new life forms:


Oldest question of all




One approach: model life in silicon




Create “artificial” life forms (ALife)

Evolutionary algorithms
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Meaning of life

(If it worked for life on planet earth…)
Hope “life” will be an emergent property
Can tame this for more utilitarian needs

1.1.4 Long Term Goals
Add to scientific knowledge:
Often ignored that AI produces big scientific
questions
 Investigate intelligence, life, information
 Example: complexity of algorithms P = NP?
 Another example:
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What concepts can be learned by certain algorithms
(computational learning theory)

1.2 Inspirations for AI
 Major

question:

 “How

are we going to get a machine to
act intelligently to perform complex tasks?”

 Use

what we have available:

 Logic
 Introspection
 Brains
 Evolution
14

 Society

1.2.1 Inspirations for AI
Logic:




Studied intensively within mathematics
Gives a handle on how to reason intelligently
Example: automated reasoning




Advantage of logic:




We can be very precise (formal) about our programs

Disadvantage of logic:
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Proving theorems using deduction

Theoretically possible doesn’t mean practically achievable
Not necessarily applicable to modelling human intelligence

1.2.2 Inspirations for AI
Introspection:
 Humans are intelligent, aren’t they?
 Heuristics to improve performance
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Rules of thumb derived from perceived human behaviour

Expert systems


Implement the ways (rules) of the experts



Example: MYCIN (blood disease diagnosis)



Performed better than junior doctors

Introspection can be misleading

1.2.3 Inspirations for AI
Brains:
Our brains and senses are what give us
intelligence
 Neurologists tell us that our brain consists of:






Build artificial neural networks




In hardware and software (mostly software now)

Build neural structures
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Networks of billions of neurons

Interactions of layers of neural networks

1.2.4 Inspirations for AI
Evolution
Our brains evolved through natural selection
 So, simulate the evolutionary process






Genetic algorithms and genetic programming
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Simulate genes, mutation, inheritance, fitness, etc.
Used in machine learning (induction)
Used in Artificial Life simulation

1.2.5 Inspirations for AI
Evolution on Earth:
We evolved in a dynamic environment
 Moving around and avoiding objects






AI should be embedded in robotics





Sensors (vision, etc.), locomotion, planning
Hope that intelligent behaviour emerges

Behaviour based robotics
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More intelligent than playing chess

Start with insect like behaviour

1.2.6 Inspirations for AI
Society:
 Humans interact to achieve tasks requiring
intelligence
 Can draw on group/crowd psychology
 Software should therefore




Multi-agent systems
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Cooperate and compete to achieve tasks
Split tasks into sub-tasks
Autonomous agents interact to achieve goals

1.2.7 Inspirations for AI
Computer science
 Computers and operating systems got very fast
 Allows us to write intelligent programs




Doing massive searches




Rather than reasoning intelligently

Example: computer chess
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In “bad” ways: using brute force

Some people say that this “isn’t AI”
Drew McDermott disagrees

The Brains in Bahrain
In 2002 Deep Fritz took on Vladimir Kramnik
the world (human) number one, in a
competition which the organizers nicknamed
"the Brains in Bahrain”
 The match was drawn 4-4 and Kramnik gained
a lot of respect for the program
 To quote the organizers: "Well, the last time an
opponent escaped from Kramnik with a 21move draw with the black pieces, it was Garry
Kasparov!"
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1.3 Methodologies


“Neat” approach





“Scruffy” approach





Write programs and test empirically
See which methods work computationally

“Smart casual”: use both approaches
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Ground programs in mathematical rigour
Use logic and possibly prove things about programs

See AI as an empirical science and technology
Needs theoretical development and testing

1.4 General Tasks


AI is often presented as





Some problems attacked with AI techniques:
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A set of problem solving techniques
Most tasks can be shoe-horned into a “problem”
specification



Getting a program to reason rationally
Getting a program to learn and discover
Getting a program to compete
Getting a program to communicate
Getting a program to exhibit signs of life
Getting a robot to move about in the real world

1.5 Generic Techniques


Automated Reasoning




Machine Learning




Planning, edge detection, cell decomposition

Evolutionary approaches
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N-grams, parsing, grammar learning

Robotics




Neural nets, ILP, decision tree learning

Natural language processing




Resolution, proof planning, Davis-Putnam, CSPs

Crossover, mutation, selection

1.6 Representation/Languages


AI catchphrase




Some general schemes






Predicate logic, higher order logic
Frames, production rules
Semantic networks, neural nets, Bayesian nets

Some AI languages developed
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“representation, representation, representation”

Prolog, LISP, ML
(Perl, C++, Java, etc. also very much used)

1.7 Application Areas


Applications which AI has been used for:








AI takes as much as it gives to domains
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Art, astronomy, bioinformatics, engineering,
Finance, fraud detection, law, mathematics,
Military, music, story writing, telecommunications
Transportation, tutoring, video games, web search
House chores, and many more…
AI is not a slave to other applications
It benefits from input from other domains

The EQP Theorem Prover
Solved a tricky mathematical problem known
as the Robbins Algebra problem in 1996
 The problem had remained unresolved since
the 1930s, even though various
mathematicians had attempted to solve the
problem.
 After a run lasting around 8 days, a fairly
succinct solution was found.
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1.8 Final Products
Some AI programs/robots are well developed
 Example software:










Example hardware:
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Otter, Prover9 (theorem provers, successors to EQP)
Progol (machine learning)
LambdaClam (proof planner)
C4.5 (decision tree learner)
HR (automated theory formation)



Rodney Brooks’ vacuum cleaner (Roomba)
Museum tour guide

Search in Problem Solving

Part 3
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Problem Solving Agents
 Looking
 Want

 Have
 An

to satisfy some goal

environment to be in particular state

a number of possible actions

action changes environment

 What

sequence of actions reaches the

goal?
 Many

 Agent
31

possible sequences

must search through sequences

Examples of Search Problems
 Chess
 Each

 Route

turn, search moves for win

finding

 Search

 Theorem
 Search

 Machine
 Search
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for best routes

proving
chains of reasoning for proof

learning

through concepts for one which
achieves target categorisation

Search Terminology




States: “places” the search can visit
Search space: the set of possible states
Search path




Sequence of states the agent actually visits

Solution or a Goal State


A state which solves the given problem
o





May be more than one

Strategy
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Either known or has a checkable property

How to choose the next state in the path at any given state

Specifying a Search Problem


Initial state




Operators





Where the search starts
Function taking one state to another state
How the agent moves around search space

Goal test


How the agent knows if solution state found

Search strategies apply operators to chosen states
34

Example: Chess

Initial state (right)
 Operators






Moving pieces

Goal test


Checkmate
o
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Can the king move
without being taken?

Example: Route Finding



Initial state





Leeds

City journey starts in

Operators


Liverpool

Driving from city to city

Nottingham
Manchester
Birmingham

Goal test


Is current location the
destination city?
London
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General Search Considerations

1. Artifact or Path?



Interested in solution only, or path which got there?
Route finding




Anagram puzzle





Usually only the concept (artifact) is important

Theorem proving
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Doesn’t matter how you find the word
Only the word itself (artifact) is important

Machine learning




Known destination, must find the route (path)

The proof is a sequence (path) of reasoning steps

General Search Considerations

2. Completeness


Task may require one, many or all solutions




E.g. how many different ways to get from A to B?

Complete search space contains all solutions


Exhaustive search explores entire space (if finite)

Complete search strategy will find a solution if
one exists
 Pruning rules out certain operators in certain
states
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Space still complete if no solutions pruned
Strategy still complete if not all solutions pruned

General Search Considerations

3. Soundness
A sound search contains only correct solutions
 An unsound search contains incorrect solutions






Caused by unsound operators or goal check

Dangers



Produce incorrect solution to a problem
In particular, find solutions to problems with no
solutions
o
o
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find a route to an unreachable destination
prove a theorem which is actually false

General Search Considerations

4. Time & Space Tradeoffs
 Fast

programs can be written

 But

they often use up too much memory

 Memory
 But

efficient programs can be written

they are often slow

 Different

search strategies have different
memory/speed tradeoffs
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General Search Considerations

5. Additional Information
 Given
 Can

initial state, operators and goal test
you give the agent additional info?

 Uninformed

(Brute Force or Blind)
search strategies
 Have

no additional information

 Informed
 Uses

(Heuristic) search strategies

problem specific information
 Heuristic measure (guess how far from goal)
41

Graph and Agenda Analogies


Graph Analogy






States are nodes in graph, operators are edges
Expanding a node adds edges to new states
Strategy chooses which node to expand next

Agenda Analogy



New states are put onto an agenda (a list)
Top of the agenda is explored next
o
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Apply operators to generate new states

Strategy chooses where to put new states on agenda

Example Search Problem


A genetics professor





Search through possible strings (states)






D,DN,DNNA,NA,AND,DNAN, etc.
3 operators: add D, N or A onto end of string
Initial state is an empty string

Goal test
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Wants to name her new baby boy
Using only the letters D,N & A

Look up state in a book of boys’ names, e.g. DAN

Uninformed Search Strategies

 Breadth-first

search
 Depth-first search
 Iterative deepening search (IDS)
 Bidirectional search
 Uniform-cost search
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Breadth-First Search


Every time a new state is reached




When state “NA” is reached





New states “NAD”, “NAN”, “NAA” added to bottom
These get explored later (possibly much later)

Graph analogy
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New states are put on the bottom of the agenda

Each node of depth d is fully expanded before any
node of depth d+1 is looked at

Breadth-First Search



Branching rate




Uniform Search
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Average number of edges coming from a node (3 above)
Every node has same number of branches (as above)

Depth-First Search


As in breadth-first search




Graph analogy




D, DD, DDD, DDDD, DDDDD, …

One solution to impose a depth limit on the search
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Expand deepest and leftmost node next

But search can go on indefinitely down one path




But new states are put at the top of agenda

Sometimes the limit is not required
Branches end naturally (i.e. cannot be expanded)

Depth-First Search (Depth Limit 4)
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Depth vs. Breadth First Search
Suppose branching rate is b
 Breadth-first





Complete (guaranteed to find solution)
Requires a lot of memory
o



Depth-first



Not complete because of indefinite paths or depth
limit
But is memory efficient
o
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At depth d needs to remember up to bd-1 states

Only needs to remember up to b*d states

Iterative Deepening Search (IDS)


Idea: do repeated depth first searches






Increasing the depth limit by one every time
DFS to depth 1, DFS to depth 2, etc.
Completely re-do the previous search each time

Most DFS effort is in expanding last line of the tree


e.g. to depth five, branching rate of 10
o
o



Combines best of BFS and DFS
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DFS: 111,111 states, IDS: 123,456 states
Repetition of only 11%

Complete and memory efficient
But slower than either

Bidirectional Search


If you know the solution state








Do you really know solution?
Unique?
Must be able to reverse operators
Record all paths to check they meet



Memory intensive
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Leeds

Work forwards and backwards
Look to meet in middle

Only need to go to half depth
Difficulties


Liverpool

Nottingham
Manchester
Birmingham
Peterborough

London

Action and Path Costs


Action cost




Examples





Distance in route planning
Power consumption in circuit board construction

Path cost
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Particular value associated with an action

Sum of all the action costs in the path
If action cost = 1 (always), then path cost = path
length

Uniform-Cost Search


Breadth-first search





Uniform path cost search




If we know that path cost increases with path length

This method is optimal and complete
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Choose to expand node with the least path cost

Guaranteed to find a solution with least cost




Guaranteed to find the shortest path to a solution
Not necessarily the least costly path

But can be very slow

Informed (Heuristic) Search Strategies
 Greedy

search
 A* search
 IDA* search
 Hill climbing
 Simulated annealing
54

Best-First Search


Evaluation function f gives cost for each state






Many different strategies depending on f
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Choose state with smallest value (‘the best’)
Agenda: f decides where new states are put
Graph: f decides which node to expand next
For uniform-cost search f = path cost
Informed search strategy defines f based on
heuristic function

Heuristic Functions


Estimate of path cost h




Liverpool

From state to nearest solution
h(state) >= 0
h(solution) = 0

Strategies can use this information
 Example: straight line distance
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135
Nottingham
155
75
Peterborough

As the crow flies in route finding

Where does h come from?


Leeds

Maths, introspection, inspection or
programs (e.g. ABSOLVER)

120

London

Greedy Search
Always take the biggest bite
 f(state) = h(state)




Choose smallest estimated cost to solution

Ignores the path cost
 Blind alley effect: early estimates very
misleading






Not guaranteed to find optimal solution
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One solution: delay the use of greedy search
Remember we are estimating the path cost

Shortest Path from A to F (Greedy)

F

E

15

Node

10

15

12
15

B

10

D

13

5
C
10
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A

#

Path

Heuristics h

C

AC

15

B

AB

10

A* Search
 Path

cost is g and heuristic function is h

 f(state)

= g(state) + h(state)
 Choose smallest overall path cost (known +
estimate)
 Combines

uniform-cost and greedy search
 Can prove that A* is complete and optimal
 But
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only if h is admissible,

i.e. underestimates the true path cost from state to
solution

A* Example: Route Finding


First states to try:
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B and C

f(S) = path cost from A +
straight line distance from S
to F, i.e., sum of solid &
dotted distances:


F

15
10

15

12
15

B

10

D

f(B) = 13 + 10 = 23
f(C) = 10 + 15 = 25

Hence we expand on B

E

13

5
C

10

A

Shortest Path from A to F (A* Search)

F

E

15
10

15

12
15

B

10

D

13

5
C
10
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A

Node

#

Path

Path
Cost g

Heuris
tics h

Cost
f=g+h

C

AC

10

15

25

B

AB

13

10

23

IDA* Search


Problem with A* search



You have to record all the nodes
In case you have to back up from a dead-end

A* searches often run out of memory, not time
 Use the same iterative deepening trick as IDS
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But iterate over f(state) rather than depth
Define contours: f < 100, f < 200, f < 300 etc.

Complete & optimal as A*, but less memory

IDA* Search: Contours


Find all nodes





Find all nodes
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Where f(n) < 100
Ignore f(n) >= 100
Where f(n) < 200
Ignore f(n) >= 200

And so on…

Hill Climbing & Gradient Descent



For artifact-only problems (don’t care about the path)
Depends on some evaluation e(state), e.g. elevation





Hill climbing tries to maximise score e
Gradient descent tries to minimize cost e (the same strategy!)

Randomly choose a state



Only choose actions which improve e
If cannot improve e, then perform a random restart
o



Only ever have to store one state (the present one)
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Choose another random state to restart the search from

Can’t have cycles as e always improves

Example: 8 Queens


Place 8 queens on board




So no one can “take” another

Gradient descent search




Throw queens on randomly
e = number of pairs which can
attack each other
Move a queen out of other’s way
o



If this can’t be done
o
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Decrease the evaluation function
Throw queens on randomly again

Simulated Annealing


Hill climbing can find local maxima/minima
o
o





Search must go wrong way to proceed!

Simulated annealing




Pick a random action
If action improves e then go with it
If not, choose with probability based on how bad it is
o
o
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C is local max, G is global max
E is local min, A is global min

Can go the ‘wrong’ way
Effectively rules out really bad moves

Search Strategies

Uninformed (Blind)
 Breadth-first search
 Depth-first search
 Iterative deepening (IDS)
 Bidirectional search
 Uniform-cost search
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Informed (Heuristic)
 Greedy search
 A* search
 IDA* search
 Hill climbing
 Simulated annealing

Intelligent Agents
Part 2

68

Agents

An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its
environment through sensors and acting upon the
environment through effectors



This definition includes:
–
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Robots, humans, programs

Of particular interest: rational (intelligent)
agents

Examples of Agents

Humans/Animals

senses
body parts
70

Programs

Robots___

keyboard, mouse, dataset cameras, pads
monitor, speakers, files motors, limbs

Rational Agents
A rational (intelligent) agent is one that does the right thing



Need to be able to assess agent’s performance




Ask yourself: has the agent acted rationally?
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Should be independent of internal measures

Not just dependent on how well it does at a task

First consideration: evaluation of rationality

Thought Experiment: Al Capone



Convicted for tax evasion




We must assess an agent’s rationality in terms of:







Task it is meant to undertake (Convict guilty/remove crims)
Experience from the world (Capone guilty, no evidence)
Its knowledge of the world (Cannot convict for murder)
Actions available to it (Convict for tax, try for murder)

Possible to conclude
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Were the police acting rationally?

Police were acting rationally

Autonomy in Agents
The autonomy of an agent is the extent to which its
behaviour is controlled by its owner


Extremes



No autonomy – no freedom to respond to the
perceived environment
Complete autonomy – can act without any constraints

Example: baby learning to crawl
 Ideal: design agents to have some autonomy
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Possibly to become more autonomous in time

Running Example

The RHINO Robot - Museum Tour Guide
Museum guide in Bonn
 Two tasks to perform







Very successful
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Guided tour around exhibits
Provide info on each exhibit
18.6 kilometres
47 hours
50% attendance increase
1 tiny mistake (no injuries)

Internal Structure

 Second

Set of Considerations:

 Architecture

and Program
 Knowledge of the Environment
 Reflexes
 Goals
 Utility Functions
75

Architecture and Program


Program




Architecture






Sensors (infrared, sonar, laser)
Processors (3 onboard, 3 more by wireless Ethernet)

RHINO’s program:
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Hardware/software (OS etc.) on which agent’s program runs

RHINO’s architecture:




Method of turning environmental input into actions

Low level: probabilistic reasoning, vision,
High level: problem solving, planning (first order logic)

Knowledge of Environment


Knowledge of Environment (World)




World knowledge can be (pre)-programmed in







Current state of the world
Previous states of the world
How its actions change the world

Example: Chess agent
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Can also be updated/inferred by sensory information

Choice of actions informed by knowledge of...




Different from sensory information from environment

World knowledge is the board state (all the pieces)
Sensory information is the opponents move
Its moves also change the board state

RHINO’s Environment Knowledge


Programmed knowledge


Layout of the Museum
o



Sensed knowledge




People and objects (chairs) moving

Affect of actions on the World
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Doors, exhibits, restricted areas

Nothing moved by RHINO explicitly
But, people followed it around (moving people)

Reflexes


Action on the world



In response only to a sensor input
Not in response to world knowledge

Humans – flinching, blinking
 Chess – openings, endings




Lookup table (not a good idea in general)
o



RHINO: no reflexes?
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35100 entries required for the entire game

Dangerous, because people get everywhere

Goals


Always need to think hard about




Does agent have internal knowledge about goal?






Uses knowledge about a goal to guide its actions
E.g., Search, planning

RHINO
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Obviously not the goal itself, but some properties

Goal based agents




What the goal of an agent is

Goal: get from one exhibit to another
Knowledge about the goal: its whereabouts
Need this to guide its actions (movements)

Utility Functions


Knowledge of a goal may be difficult to pin down




But some agents have localised measures






Utility functions measure value of world states
Choose action which best improves utility (rational!)
In search, this is “Best First”

RHINO: various utilities to guide search for route
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For example, checkmate in chess

Main one: distance from the target exhibit
Density of people along path

Additional Features
 Third

set of considerations:

 Accessibility
 Determinism
 Episodes
 Dynamic/Static
 Discrete/Continuous
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Accessibility of Environment


Is everything an agent requires to choose its
actions available to it via sensors?




If not, parts of the environment are
inaccessible




Agent must make informed guesses about world

RHINO:
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If so, the environment is fully accessible



“Invisible” objects which couldn’t be sensed
Including glass cases and bars at particular heights
Software adapted to take this into account

Determinism in the Environment


Does the change in world state




Non-deterministic environments





Whatever it does, the maze remains the same

RHINO: non-deterministic
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Have aspects beyond the control of the agent
Utility functions have to guess at changes in world

Robot in a maze: deterministic




Depend only on current state and agent’s action?

People moved chairs to block its path

Episodic Environments


Is the choice of current action





Dependent on previous actions?
If not, then the environment is episodic

In non-episodic environments:


Agent has to plan ahead:
o



RHINO:


Short term goal is episodic
o



Getting to an exhibit does not depend on how it got to current one

Long term goal is non-episodic
o
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Current choice will affect future actions

Tour guide, so cannot return to an exhibit on a tour

Static or Dynamic Environments


Static environments don’t change




Dynamic environments do change






So agent should/could consult the world when choosing actions
Alternatively: anticipate the change during deliberation
Alternatively: make decision very fast

RHINO:
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While the agent is deliberating over what to do

Fast decision making (planning route)
But people are very quick on their feet

Discrete or Continuous Environments


Nature of sensor readings / choices of action



Sweep through a range of values (continuous)
Limited to a distinct, clearly defined set (discrete)

Maths in programs altered by type of data
 Chess: discrete
 RHINO: continuous
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Visual data can be considered continuous
Choice of actions (directions) also continuous

RHINO’s Solution to
Environmental Problems


Museum environment:








RHINO constantly updates plan as it moves
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Inaccessible
Non-episodic
Non-deterministic
Dynamic
Continuous
Solves these problems very well
Necessary design given the environment

Summary


Think about these in design of agents:
How to test
whether agent
is acting
rationally

Usual systems’
engineering stuff
89

Internal structure
of agent
Autonomous
Rational
Agent

Specifics of
the
environment

Knowledge Representation

Part 4
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Representation


AI agents deal with knowledge (data)






Right representation is crucial
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Facts (believed & observed knowledge)
Procedures (how-to knowledge)
Meaning (relate & define knowledge)
Early realisation in AI
Wrong choice can lead to project failure
Active research area

Choosing a Representation


For certain problem solving techniques






Examples






First order theorem proving… first order logic
Inductive logic programming… logic programs
Neural networks learning… neural networks

Some general representation schemes
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‘Best’ representation already known
Often a requirement of the technique
Or a requirement of the programming language (e.g. Prolog)

Suitable for many different (and new) AI applications

Some General Representations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Logical Representations
Production Rules
Semantic Networks
Conceptual graphs
Frames

What is a Logic?


A language with concrete rules






Many ways to translate between languages





How much can we say in this language?

Not to be confused with logical reasoning
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A statement can be represented in different logics
And perhaps differently in the same logic

Expressiveness of a logic




No ambiguity in representation (may be other errors!)
Allows unambiguous communication and processing
Very unlike natural languages e.g. English

Logics are languages, reasoning is a process (may use logic)

Syntax and Semantics


Syntax






Semantics





How we interpret (read) sentences in the logic
Assigns a meaning to each sentence

Example: “All lecturers are seven feet tall”
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Rules for constructing legal sentences in the logic
Which symbols we can use (English: letters, punctuation)
How we are allowed to combine symbols

A valid sentence (syntax)
And we can understand the meaning (semantics)
This sentence happens to be false (there is a counterexample)

Propositional Logic


Syntax


Propositions, e.g. “it is raining”
Connectives: and, or, not, implies, iff (equivalent)



Brackets, T (true) and F (false)





Semantics (Classical aka. Boolean)


Define how connectives affect truth
o
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“P and Q” is true if and only if P is true and Q is true

Use truth tables to work out the truth of statements

Predicate Logic


Propositional logic combines atoms





Predicates allow us to talk about objects






Properties: is_raining(today)
Relations: likes(john, apples)
True or false

In predicate logic each atom is a predicate
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An atom contains no propositional connectives
Have no structure (today_is_raining,
john_likes_apples)

e.g. first order logic, higher-order logic

First Order Logic


More expressive logic than propositional





Constants are objects: john, apples
Predicates are properties and relations:






likes(john, fruit_of(apple_tree))

Variables represent any object: likes(X, apples)
Quantifiers qualify values of variables
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likes(john, apples)

Functions transform objects:




Used in this course (Lecture 6 on representation in FOL)

True for all objects (Universal):
∀X. likes(X, apples)
Exists at least one object (Existential): ∃X. likes(X, apples)

Example: FOL Sentence



“Every rose has a thorn”



For all X



if (X is a rose)
then there exists Y
o
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(X has Y) and (Y is a thorn)

Example: FOL Sentence



“On Mondays and Wednesdays I go to John’s
house for dinner”



Note the change from “and” to “or”
–
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Translation is problematic

Higher Order Logic
More expressive than first order
 Functions and predicates are also objects
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Described by predicates: binary(addition)
Transformed by functions: differentiate(square)
Can quantify over both



E.g. define red functions as having zero at 17



Much harder to reason with

Logic is a Good Representation
Fairly easy to do the translation when possible
 Branches of mathematics devoted to it
 It enables us to do logical reasoning






Basis for programming languages
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Tools and techniques come for free
Prolog uses logic programs (a subset of FOL)
λProlog based on HOL

Often requires non-standard semantics

Other Representations
Logic representations have restrictions and can
be hard to work with
 Many AI researchers have been searching for
better representations
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Production rules
Semantic networks
Conceptual graphs
Frames

Yet they all can be translated into logic ...

Production Rules


Rule set of <condition,action> pairs




“if condition then action”

Match-resolve-act cycle



Match: Agent checks which rule’s condition holds
Resolve:
o
o





Act: If so, rule “fires” and the action is carried out

Working memory:
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Multiple production rules may hold at once (conflict set)
Agent must choose rule from set (conflict resolution)

rule can write knowledge to working memory
knowledge may match and fire other rules

Production Rules Example
IF (at bus stop AND bus arrives) THEN
action(get on the bus)
 IF (on bus AND not paid AND have card)
THEN action(pay with card) AND add(paid)
 IF (on bus AND paid AND empty seat) THEN
sit down
 Conditions and actions must be clearly defined
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Graphical Representation
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Humans draw diagrams all the time, e.g.


Causal relationships



And relationships between ideas

Graphical Representation: Semantic Networks
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Graphs are easy to store in a computer

Semantic Networks
To be of any use must impose a formalism
 Formalism imposes restricted syntax
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Semantic Networks


Graphical representation (a graph)




Equivalent to logical statements (usually FOL)





Easier to understand than FOL
Specialised SN reasoning algorithms can be faster

Example: natural language understanding
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Links indicate subset, member, relation, ...

Sentences with same meaning have same graphs
E.g. Conceptual Dependency Theory (Schank)

Conceptual Graphs



Semantic network where each graph represents a
single proposition
Concept nodes can be





Edges do not have labels
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Concrete (visualisable) such as restaurant, my dog Spot
Abstract (not easily visualisable) such as anger
Instead, conceptual relation nodes
Easy to represent relations between multiple objects

Frame Representations


Semantic networks where nodes have
structure





When agent faces a new situation
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Frame with a number of slots (age, height, ...)
Each slot stores specific item of information
Slots can be filled in (value may be another frame)
Filling in may trigger actions
May trigger retrieval of other frames

Inheritance of properties between frames


Very similar to objects in OOP

Example: Frame Representation
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Flexibility in Frames


Slots in a frame can contain
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Information for choosing a frame in a situation
Relationships between this and other frames
Procedures to carry out after various slots filled
Default information to use where input is missing
Blank slots: left blank unless required for a task
Other frames, which gives a hierarchy

Can also be expressed in first order logic

Representation & Logic


AI wanted “non-logical representations”



Production rules
Semantic networks
o

Conceptual graphs, frames

But all can be expressed in first order logic!
 Best of both worlds
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Logical reading ensures representation well-defined
Representations specialised for applications
Can make reasoning easier, more intuitive

Game Playing

Part 5
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Two Player Games


Competitive rather than cooperative




Zero sum game





One player loses, one player wins
One player wins what the other one loses
See game theory in mathematics

Getting an agent to play a game



Boils down to how it plays each move
Express this as a search problem
o
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Cannot backtrack once a move has been made (episodic)

Basis of Game Playing: Search for Best Move

Search for

Opponent

Move 1

Moves

Initial Board State 1

Search for

Opponent

Move 3

Moves

Board State 4
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Board State 2

Board State 3

Board State 5

Lookahead Search


If I played this move


Then they might play that move
o

Then I could do that move




Or they might play that move
o

Then I could do that move


o
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And they would play that move

Or I could play that move




And they would probably do that move

And they would do that move

If I played this move…

Lookahead Search (best moves)


If I played this move


Then their best move would be
o

Then my best move would be




Or another good move for them is…
o

Then my best move would be
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Then their best move would be

Etc.

Minimax Search
Like children sharing a cake
 Underlying assumption






Each player moves in such a way as to





Opponent acts rationally
Maximise their final winnings, minimise their losses
i.e., play the best move at the time

Method:


Calculate the guaranteed final scores for each move
o
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Assuming the opponent will try to minimise that score

Choose move that maximises this guaranteed score

Example Trivial Game



Deal four playing cards out, face up
Player 1 chooses one, player 2 chooses one




And the winner is….
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Player 1 chooses another, player 2 chooses another
Add the cards up
The player with the highest even score wins

For Trivial Games
Draw the entire search space
 Put the scores associated with each final board
state at the ends of the paths (tree leaves)
 Move the scores up from the ends of the paths to
the starts of the paths







Choose the path with the best score at the top
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Whenever there is a choice use minimax assumption
This guarantees the scores you can get
Take the first move on this path as the next move

Computing Minimal Guaranteed
Scores for Player 1

Entire Search Space
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Computing Minimal Guaranteed
Scores for Player 1

Moving scores from bottom to top
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Computing Minimal Guaranteed
Scores for Player 1

Moving score when there’s a choice
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After Computing Minimal Guaranteed Scores
(for Player 1), He Tries to Maximize them while
Player 2 is Trying to Minimize them

Choosing the best move
7
5
3
8
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For Real Games


Search space is too large




So we cannot draw (search) the entire space

For example: chess has branching factor of
~35


Suppose our agent searches 10,000 board states per
second and has a time limit of 150 seconds = 2.5 min.
o



This amounts to only four ply look ahead
o
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So it can search up to 1,500,000 positions per move
Because 354 = 1,500,625

Five ply search would require 1 hr. and 27 min.!
Average humans can look ahead six to eight ply

Cutoff Search
Must use a heuristic search
 Use an evaluation function






Estimate the guaranteed score from a board state

Draw search space to a certain depth


Depth chosen to limit the time taken

Put the estimated values at the end of paths
 Propagate them to the top as before
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Evaluation Functions


Must be able to differentiate between






Good and bad board states
Exact values not important
The function should return the true score for goal
states

Example in chess



Weighted linear function
Weights:
o
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Pawn = Pionek
Bishop = Laufer
Rook = Wieza

Pawn=1, knight=bishop=3, rook=5, queen=9, ...

Example Chess Score


Black has:


5 pawns, 1 bishop, 2 rooks

Score = 1*(5)+3*(1)+5*(2)
= 5+3+10 = 18
White has:




5 pawns, 1 rook

Score = 1*(5)+5*(1)
= 5 + 5 = 10
Overall scores for this board state:
black = 18-10 = 8
white = 10-18 = -8
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Evaluation Function for our Game


Evaluation after Player 1’s move of 5




Evaluation function here would choose 10
–
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Count zero if it’s odd, take the number if its even

But this would be disastrous for Player 2

Problems with Evaluation Functions


Horizon problem


Agent cannot see far enough into search space
o



Possible solution


Reduce the number of initial moves to look at
o



Allows you to look further into the search space

Non-quiescent search
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Potentially disastrous board position after seemingly good
one

Exhibits big swings in the evaluation function
E.g., when taking pieces in chess
Solution: advance search past non-quiescent part

Pruning


Want to visit as many board states as possible


Want to avoid whole branches (prune them)
o



Example: having your queen taken in chess
o



(Queen sacrifices often very good tactic, though)

Alpha-beta pruning



Can be used for entire search or cutoff search
Recognize that a branch cannot produce better score
o
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Because they can’t possibly lead to a good score

Than a node you have already evaluated

Example of Alpha-Beta Pruning

player 1

player 2
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Depth first search a good idea here

Alpha-Beta Pruning for Player 1
1. Given a node N which can be chosen by player one,
then if there is another node, X, along any path, such
that (a) X can be chosen by player two (b) X is on a
higher level than N and (c) X has been shown to
guarantee a worse score for player one than N, then
the parent of N can be pruned.
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2. Given a node N which can be chosen by player two,
then if there is a node X along any path such that (a)
player one can choose X (b) X is on a higher level
than N and (c) X has been shown to guarantee a
better score for player one than N, then the parent of
N can be pruned.

Games with Chance


Many more interesting games





Example: backgammon




Have an element of chance
Brought in by throwing a die, tossing a coin
See Gerry Tesauro’s TD-Gammon program

In these cases



We can no longer calculate guaranteed scores
We can only calculate expected scores
o
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Using probability to guide us

Games Played by Computer


Games played perfectly:



Connect four, noughts & crosses (tic-tac-toe)
Best move pre-calculated for each board state
o



Games played well:





Chess, draughts (checkers), backgammon
Scrabble, tetris (using ANNs)

Games played badly:
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Small number of possible board states

Go, bridge, soccer

Philosophical Questions
Question. Is computer chess playing less
sophisticated than human play?
 In science, simple and effective techniques
are valued







Drew McDermott:
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Minimax cutoff search is simple and effective
But this is seen by some as stupid and “non-AI”
"Saying Deep Blue doesn't really think about chess
is like saying an airplane doesn't really fly because
it doesn't flap its wings”

Machine Learning Overview

Part 10
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Inductive Reasoning


Learning in humans consists of (at least):




Learning from examples







Square numbers: 1, 4, 9 ,16
1 = 1 * 1; 4 = 2 * 2; 9 = 3 * 3; 16 = 4 * 4;
What is next in the series?
We can learn this by example quite easily

Machine learning is largely dominated by




memorisation, comprehension, learning from examples

Learning from examples

Inductive reasoning


Induce a pattern (hypothesis) from a set of examples
o
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This is an unsound procedure (unlike deduction)

Machine Learning Tasks


Categorisation and Prediction



Learn why certain objects are categorised a certain
way
E.g., why are dogs, cats and humans mammals, but
trout, mackerel and tuna are fish?
o
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Learn attributes of members of each category from
background information, in this case: skin covering, eggs,
…

Learn how to predict how to categorise unseen
objects
E.g., given examples of financial stocks and a
categorisation of them into safe and unsafe stocks
o

Learn how to predict whether a new stock will be safe

Potential for Machine Learning


Agents can learn these from examples:
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which chemicals are toxic (biochemistry)
which patients have a disease (medicine)
which substructures proteins have (bioinformatics)
what the grammar of a language is (natural language)
which stocks and shares are about to drop (finance)
which vehicles are tanks (military)
which style a composition belongs to (music)

Performing Machine Learning
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Specify your problem as a learning task



Choose the representation scheme



Choose the learning method



Apply the learning method



Assess the results and the method

Constituents of Learning Problems
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1.

The example set

2.

The background concepts

3.

The background axioms

4.

Errors in the data

Problem constituents: 1. The Example Set


Learning from examples





Usually need to supply pairs (E, C)







Can learn from positives only

Questions about examples:
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Where E is an example, C is a category
Positives: (E,C) where C is the correct category for E
Negatives: (E,C) where C is an incorrect category for E

Techniques which don’t need negatives




Express as a concept learning problem
Whereby the concept solves the categorisation problem

How many does the technique need to perform the task?
Do we need both positive and negative examples?

Example: Positives and Negatives


Problem: learn reasons for animal taxonomy




Positives:




(cat=mammal); (dog=mammal); (trout=fish);
(eagle=bird); (crocodile=reptile);

Negatives:
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Into mammals, fish, reptile and bird

(condor=fish); (mouse=bird); (trout=mammal);
(platypus=bird); (human=reptile)

Problem Constituents:
2. Background Concepts


Concepts which describe the examples




Some concepts are required to specify examples





number_of_legs(human) = 2; covering(trout) = scales

Some concepts specify binary categorisations:




Example: pixel data for handwriting recognition (later)
Cannot say what the example is without this

Some concepts are attributes of examples (functions)




(Some of) which will be found in the solution to the problem

is_homeothermic(human); lays_eggs(trout);

Questions about background concepts


Which will be most useful in the solution?
o
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Which can be discarded without worry?

Which are binary, which are functions?

Problem Constituents:
3. Background Axioms
Similar to axioms in automated reasoning
 Specify relationships between pairs of
background concepts
 Example:




has_legs(X) = 4 → covering(X) = (hair or scales)

Can be used in the search mechanism to
speed up the search
 Questions about background axioms:
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Are they correct?
Are they useful for the search or superfluous?

Problem Constituents:
4. Errors in the Data
In real world examples errors are many and varied:
 Incorrect categorisations:




Missing data




E.g, is_homoeothermic(lizard)

Repeated data
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E.g., no skin covering attribute for falcon

Incorrect background information




E.g., (platypus=bird) given as a positive example

E.g., two different values for the same function and input
covering(platypus)=feathers & covering(platypus)=fur

Example (Toy) Problem:
Michalski Train Spotting



Question: Why are the LH trains going eastwards?
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What are the positives/negatives?
What are the background concepts?
What is the solution?

Toy problem (IQ test problem)


No errors & a single perfect solution

Another Example:
Handwriting Recognition


Positive:
– This is a letter S:



Background concepts:




Categorisations:





Negative:
– This is a letter Z:



(Matrix, Letter) pairs
Both positive & negative

Task
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Pixel information

Correctly categorise an
unseen example into 1 of
26 categories

Constituents of Methods
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1.

The representation scheme

2.

The search method

3.

The method for choosing from rival solutions

Method Constituents: 1. Representation


Must choose how to represent the solution




Very important decision

Three assessment methods for solutions


Predictive accuracy (how good it is as the task)
o



Comprehensibility (how well we understand it)
o



May trade off some accuracy for comprehensibility

Utility (problem-specific measures of worth)
o
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Can we use black box methods (accurate but
incomprehensible)?

o

Might override both accuracy and comprehensibility
Example: drug design (must be able to synthesise them)

Example Representations
Inductive logic programs
 Decision trees
 Neural networks
 Genetic populations
 Hidden Markov Models
 Bayesians Networks
 Support Vector Machines
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Method Constituents: 2. Search


Some techniques don’t really search




Other techniques do perform search




Search states, initial states, operators, goal test

Important consideration
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Example: inductive logic programming

Can specify search as before




Example: neural networks



Bottom-up or top-down: general to specific or
specific to general search
Both have their advantages

Method constituents
3. Choosing a hypothesis



Some learning techniques return one solution
Others produce many solutions




May differ in accuracy, comprehensibility & utility

Question: how to choose just one from the rivals?


Need to do this in order to
(i) give the users just one answer
(ii) assess the effectiveness of the technique



Usual answer: Occam’s razor




When everything is equal
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All else being equal, choose the simplest solution
May have to resort to choosing randomly

Assessing Hypotheses



Given a hypothesis H
False positives




False negatives




An example which is categorised as positive by H but in
reality it was a negative example
An example which is categorised as negative by H but in
reality it was a positive example

Sometimes we don’t mind FPs as much as FNs


Example: medical diagnosis
o
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FN is someone predicted to be well who actually has disease

But what if the treatment has severe side effects?

Illustrative Example


Positives:
Apple, Orange, Lemon, Melon, Strawberry



Negatives:
Banana, Passionfruit, Plum, Coconut, Apricot
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Predictive Accuracy of Examples


Hypothesis one:





Hypothesis two:





Positives are citrus fruits
Scores 7 out of 10 for predictive accuracy
Positives contain the letter ‘l’
Also scores 7 out of 10 for predictive accuracy

Hypothesis three:


Positives are either
o
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Apple, Orange, Lemon, Melon or Strawberry

Scores 10 out of 10 for predictive accuracy. Hoorah!

The Real Test
Is Lime a positive or a negative?
 Intended answer was that all positives contain
the letter ‘e’ and therefore Lime is a positive
 So, hypotheses one and two get this right
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It is a citrus fruit and it does have an ‘l’ in it

But hypothesis three got this wrong even
though it seemed the best at predicting

Training and Test sets


Standard technique for evaluating learning
methods
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Split the data into two sets:
Training set: used to learn the method
Test set: used to test the accuracy of the learned
hypothesis on unseen examples

We are most interested in the performance of
the learned concept on the test set

Methodologies for splitting data


Leave one out method





For small datasets (<30 approx)
Randomly choose one example to put in the test set
Lime was left out in our example
Repeatedly choose single examples to leave out
o



Hold back method
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Remember to perform the learning task every time

For large datasets (thousands)
Randomly choose a large set (poss. 20-25%) to put
into the test set

Cross Validation Method


n-fold cross validation:





Split the (entire) example set into n equal partitions
Use each partition in turn as the test set
Repeatedly perform the learning task and work out the
predictive accuracy over the test set
Average the predictive accuracy over all partitions
o
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Gives you an indication of how the method will perform in real
tests when a genuinely new example is presented

10-fold cross validation is very common
1-fold cross validation is the same as leave-one-out

Overfitting


We say that hypothesis three was overfitting




It is memorising examples rather than generalising
them

Formal definition:


A learning method is overfitting if it finds a
hypothesis H such that:
o

There is another hypothesis H’ where


H scores better on the training set than H’
 But H’ scores better on the test set than H
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In our example, H = hyp 3, H’ = hyp 2

Decision Tree Learning
(Overview Only)

Part 11
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What to do this Weekend?
 If

my parents are visiting

 We’ll

 If

go to the cinema

not

 Then,

if it’s sunny I’ll play tennis
 But if it’s windy and I’m rich, I’ll go shopping
 If it’s windy and I’m poor, I’ll go to the
cinema
 If it’s rainy, I’ll stay in
166

Written as a Decision Tree
Root of tree

Leaves
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Using the Decision Tree
Assume: no parents
on a sunny day
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From Decision Trees to Logic
 Decision

trees can be written as formulae
in first order logic
 Read from the root to every leaf
 If

 In

this and this … and this, then do this

our example:

 If

no_parents and sunny_day, then
play_tennis
 no_parents ∧ sunny_day → play_tennis
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Decision Tree Learning Overview
Decision trees can be seen as rules for
performing a categorisation, e.g., “what kind of
weekend will this be?”
 Remember that we’re learning from examples
 We need examples put into categories
 We also need attributes for the examples
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Attributes describe examples (background
knowledge)
Each attribute takes only a finite set of values

The ID3 Algorithm (Not Covered)


The major question in decision tree learning





ID3 uses a measure called Information Gain





Based on a notion of entropy or “Impurity in the data”
Used to choose which node to put in next

Node with the highest information gain is chosen
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Which nodes to put in which positions
Including the root node and the leaf nodes

When there are no choices, a leaf node is put on

Appropriate Problems for
Decision Tree learning


From Tom Mitchell’s book:
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Background concepts describe examples in terms
of attribute-value pairs, values are always finite in
number
Concept to be learned (target function) has
discrete values
Disjunctive descriptions might be required in the
answer

Decision tree algorithms are fairly robust to
errors

Two Layer Artificial Neural Networks

Part 12
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Non Symbolic Representations


Decision trees can be easily read





Non-symbolic representations




A disjunction of conjunctions (logic)
We call this a symbolic representation
More numerical in nature, more difficult to read

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)



A Non-symbolic representation scheme
They embed a giant mathematical function
o



Often shortened to “Neural Networks”
o
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To take inputs and compute an output which is interpreted as a
categorisation
Don’t confuse them with real neural networks (in your head)

Function Learning


Map categorisation learning to numerical problem





Each category given a number
Or a range of real valued numbers (e.g., 0.5 - 0.9)

Function learning examples






Input = 1,2,3,4 Output = 1,4,9,16
Here the concept to learn is squaring integers
Input = [1,2,3], [2,3,4], [3,4,5], [4,5,6]
Output = 1, 5, 11, 19
Here the concept is: [a,b,c] -> a*c - b
o



Neural networks:
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The calculation is more complicated than in the first example



Calculation is much more complicated in general
But it is still just a numerical calculation

Categorising Vehicles


Input to function: pixel data from vehicle images


Output: numbers: 1 for a car; 2 for a bus; 3 for a tank

INPUT

OUTPUT = 3
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INPUT

OUTPUT = 2

INPUT

OUTPUT = 1

INPUT

OUTPUT=1

So, what functions can we use?


Biological motivation:





The brain does categorisation tasks like this easily
The brain is made up of networks of neurons

Naturally occurring neural networks


Each neuron is connected to many others
o
o



Artificial neural networks



Similar hierarchy with neurons firing
Don’t take the analogy too far
o
o
o
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Input to one neuron is the output from many others
Neuron “fires” if a weighted sum S of inputs > threshold

Human brains: 100,000,000,000 neurons
ANNs: < 1,000 usually
ANNs are a gross simplification of real neural networks

Choose Cat A
(largest output value)

NUMBERS INPUT

INPUT LAYER

HIDDEN
LAYERS

1.1
2.7

OUTPUT LAYER

7.1
4.2

3.0
-0.8
-1.3
2.7

2.1
-1.2

1.1

Cat A

0.2

Cat B

0.3

Cat C

Value calculated using
all the input unit values

VALUES PROPAGATE THROUGH THE NETWORK
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NUMBERS OUTPUT

General Idea

Representation of Information




If ANNs can correctly identify vehicles they then
posess some notion of “car”, “bus”, etc.
The categorisation is produced by the units (nodes)
In practice:


Each unit does the same calculation but it is based on the
weighted sum of inputs to the unit



So, the weights in the weighted sum is where the information is
really stored





“Black Box” representation:
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We draw weights on to the ANN diagrams (see later)
Useful knowledge about the learned concept is difficult to
extract

ANN learning problem
Given a categorisation to learn and training
examples (both represented numerically) with
the correct categorisation for each example
 Produce a neural network which provides the
correct output for new, unseen examples
 Boils down to:


(a)
(b)
(c)
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Choosing the correct network architecture
Choosing (the same) function for each unit
Training (adjusting) the weights between units to
work correctly

Special Cases


In principle, can have many hidden layers




This lecture:





Look at ANNs with no hidden layer
Perceptrons: the simplest two layer ANNs

Next lecture:
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In practice, usually only one or two

Look at ANNs with one hidden layer
Multi-layer ANNs

Perceptrons
Multiple input nodes
 Single output node







Useful to study because




We can use perceptrons to build larger networks

Perceptrons have limited abilities
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Takes a weighted sum of the inputs, call this S
Unit function calculates the output value

We will look at concepts they can’t learn later

Step
Function

Unit Functions






Output +1 if S > Threshold T
Output –1 otherwise

Sigma function
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Output low values until the weighted sum gets over a threshold
Then output high values

Step function




Simply output the weighted sum

Threshold Function




(smoth step
function)

Linear Function




Sigma
Function

Similar to step function but smooth (differentiable - next lecture)

Example Perceptron


Categorisation of 2x2 pixel black & white
images




Representation of this rule:





If it contains 2, 3 or 4 white pixels, it is “bright”
If it contains 0 or 1 white pixels, it is “dark”

Perceptron architecture:
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Into “bright” and “dark”

Four input units, one for each pixel
One output unit: +1 for white, -1 for dark

Example Perceptron



Example calculation: x1=-1, x2=1, x3=1, x4=-1




0 > -0.1, so the output from the ANN is +1
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S = 0.25*(-1) + 0.25*(1) + 0.25*(1) + 0.25*(-1) = 0
So the image is categorised as “bright”

Learning in Perceptrons


Need to learn





Make calculations easier by




Thinking of the threshold as a weight from a special
input unit where the output from the unit is always 1

Exactly the same result
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Both the weights between input and output units
And the value for the threshold

But we only have to worry about learning weights

New Representation for Perceptrons
Special Input Unit
Always produces 1
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Threshold function
has become this

Learning Algorithm
Weights are initially set randomly
 For each training example E





Calculate the observed output from the ANN, o(E)
If the target output t(E) is different from o(E) then
o
o

Tweak all the weights so that o(E) gets closer to t(E)
Tweaking is done by perceptron training rule (next slide)

This routine is done for every example E
 Don’t necessarily stop when all examples used
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Repeat the cycle (an ‘epoch’) again
Until the ANN produces the correct (or good enough)
output for all the examples in the training set

Perceptron Training Rule


When t(E) is different from o(E)






Add on Δi to weight wi
Where Δi = η * ( t(E) - o(E) ) * xi
Do this for every weight in the network

Interpretation:



(t(E) – o(E)) will either be +2 or –2 [cannot be the same sign]
So we can think of the addition of Δi as the adjustment of the
weight in a direction which will improve the network’s performance
with respect to E
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Multiplication by xi adjusts it more if the input is bigger

The Learning Rate η


η is called the learning rate




To control the movement of the weights
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Usually set to something small (e.g., 0.1)
Not to move too far for one example
Which may over-compensate for another example

If a large movement is actually necessary for
the weights to correctly categorise E it will
occur over time with multiple epochs

Worked Example
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Return to the “bright” and “dark” example
Use a learning rate of η = 0.1
Suppose we have set random weights:

Worked Example
Use this training example, E, to update weights
 Here, x1 = -1, x2 = 1, x3 = 1, x4 = -1 as before
 Propagate this information through the network


S = (-0.5 * 1) + (0.7 * -1) + (-0.2 * +1) + (0.1 * +1) + (0.9 * -1) = -2.2

Hence the network outputs o(E) = -1
 But it should have been “bright”=+1 so t(E) = +1
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Calculating the Error Values


Δ0 = η * ( t(E) - o(E )) * x0
= 0.1 * (1 - (-1)) * (1) = 0.1 * (2) = 0.2



Δ1 = η * ( t(E) - o(E )) * x1
= 0.1 * (1 - (-1)) * (-1) = 0.1 * (-2) = -0.2
Δ2 = η * ( t(E) - o(E )) * x2
= 0.1 * (1 - (-1)) * (1) = 0.1 * (2) = 0.2
Δ3 = η * ( t(E) - o(E )) * x3
= 0.1 * (1 - (-1)) * (1) = 0.1 * (2) = 0.2
Δ4 = η * ( t(E) - o(E )) * x4
= 0.1 * (1 - (-1)) * (-1) = 0.1 * (-2) = -0.2
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Calculating the New Weights
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w’0 = -0.5 + Δ0 = -0.5 + 0.2 = -0.3



w’1 = 0.7 + Δ1 = 0.7 + -0.2 = 0.5



w’2 = -0.2 + Δ2 = -0.2 + 0.2 = 0



w’3= 0.1 + Δ3 = 0.1 + 0.2 = 0.3



w’4 = 0.9 + Δ4 = 0.9 - 0.2 = 0.7

Newly Adjusted Perceptron



Calculate the output for the example, E, again:




Still gets the wrong categorisation
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S = (-0.3 * 1) + (0.5 * -1) + (0 * +1) + (0.3 * +1) + (0.7 * -1) = -1.2



But the value is closer to zero (from -2.2 to -1.2)
In a few epochs time, this example will be correctly categorised

Learning Abilities of Perceptrons
Perceptrons represent a very simple network
 Computational learning theory






Study of which concepts can and can’t be learned
by particular learning techniques (representation,
method)

Minsky and Papert’s influencial book




Showed the limitations of perceptrons
Cannot learn some simple boolean functions
Caused a “winter” of research for ANNs in AI
o
o
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o

People thought it represented a fundamental limitation
But perceptrons are the simplest network
ANNS were revived by neuroscientists, etc.

Boolean Functions
Take in two inputs (-1 or +1)
 Produce one output (-1 or +1)
 In other contexts, use 0 and 1
 Example: AND function






Example: OR function




Produces +1 if either one of the inputs is +1

Example: XOR function
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Produces +1 only if both inputs are +1

Produces +1 if exactly one of the inputs is +1

Boolean Functions as Perceptrons
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Problem: XOR function cannot be represented
as a perceptron because it is not linearly
separable

Linearly Separable Boolean Functions



Linearly separable:




Think of the line as representing the threshold
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Can use a line (dotted) to separate +1 and –1



Angle of line determined by two weights in perceptron
Y-axis crossing determined by threshold

Multi-Layer Artificial Neural Networks

Part 13
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Multi-Layer Networks
Built from Perceptron Units


Perceptrons not able to learn certain concepts




But they can be the basis for larger structures
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Can only learn linearly separable functions
Which can learn more sophisticated concepts
Say that the networks have “perceptron units”

Problem With Perceptron Units


The learning rule relies on differential calculus




Step functions aren’t differentiable






Must be smooth or differentiable
Must be similar to step function, i.e., exhibit a
threshold so that units can “fire” or not fire

Sigmoid units used for backpropagation
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They are not continuous at the threshold

Alternative threshold function sought




Finding minima by differentiating, etc.

There are other alternatives that are often used

Sigmoid Units


Take in weighted sum of inputs, S and output:



Advantages:
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Looks very similar to the step function
Is differentiable
Derivative easily expressible in terms of σ itself:

Example ANN with Sigmoid Units


Feed forward network
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Feed inputs in on the left, propagate numbers forward

Suppose we have this ANN with weights set
arbitrarily

Propagation of Example
Suppose input to ANN is 10, 30, 20
 First calculate weighted sums to hidden layer:







Next calculate the output from the hidden layer:
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SH1 = (0.2*10) + (-0.1*30) + (0.4*20) = 2-3+8 = 7
SH2 = (0.7*10) + (-1.2*30) + (1.2*20) = 7-6+24= -5
Using: σ(S) = 1/(1 + e-S)
σ(SH1) = 1/(1 + e-7) = 1/(1+0.000912) = 0.999
σ(SH2) = 1/(1 + e5) = 1/(1+148.4) = 0.0067
So, H1 has fired, H2 has not

Propagation of Example


Next calculate the weighted sums into the
output layer:





Finally, calculate the output from the ANN





σ(SO1) = 1/(1+e-1.0996) = 1/(1+0.333) = 0.750
σ(SO2) = 1/(1+e-3.1047) = 1/(1+0.045) = 0.957

Output from O2 > output from O1
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SO1 = (1.1 * 0.999) + (0.1 * 0.0067) = 1.0996
SO2 = (3.1 * 0.999) + (1.17 * 0.0067) = 3.1047

So, the ANN predicts category associated with O2

Backpropagation Learning Algorithm


Same task as in perceptrons





Learn a multi-layer ANN to correctly categorize examples
We’ll concentrate on ANNs with one hidden layer

Overview of the routine


Fix architecture and sigmoid units within architecture, i.e.,
number of units in hidden layer; the way the input units represent
example; the way the output units categorize examples



Randomly assign weights to the whole network using small
values (between –0.5 and 0.5)




Use each example in the set to retrain the weights
Have multiple epochs (iterations through training set) until some
termination condition is met (not necessarily 100% accurate)
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Weight Training Overview
Use notation wij to specify weight between unit i
and unit j
 Perform calculation with respect to example E
 Going to calculate the value Δij for each wij and
add Δij on to wij
 Do this by calculating error terms for each unit
 The error term for output units is found and
then this information is used to calculate the
error terms for the hidden units
 The error is propagated back through the ANN
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Propagate E through the Network



Feed E through the network (as in example above)
Record the target and observed values for example E
i.e., determine weighted sum from hidden units





Note that for categorisation learning tasks,





Each ti(E) will be 0, except for a single tj(E), which will be 1
But oi(E) will be a real valued number between 0 and 1

Also record the outputs from the hidden units
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Let ti(E) be the target values for output unit i
Let oi(E) be the observed value for output unit i

Let hi(E) be the output from hidden unit i

Error terms for each unit


The Error Term for output unit k is calculated as:



The Error Term for hidden unit k is:



In English:
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For hidden unit h, add together all the errors for the
output units, multiplied by the appropriate weight.
Then multiply this sum by hk(E)(1 – hk(E))

Final Calculations
Choose a learning rate, η (e.g., = 0.1)
 For each weight wij








For each weight wij
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Between input unit i and hidden unit j
Calculate:
Where xi is the input to the system to input unit i for E
Between hidden unit i and output unit j
Calculate:
Where hi(E) is the output from hidden unit i for E

Finally, add on each Δij on to wij

Worked Backpropagation Example


Start with the previous ANN



We will retrain the weights
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In the light of example E = (10,30,20)
Stipulate that E should have been categorised as O1
Will use a learning rate of η = 0.1

Previous Calculations


Need the calculations from when we propagated
E through the ANN:

 t1(E)
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= 1 and t2(E) = 0 [from categorisation]
 o1(E) = 0.750 and o2(E) = 0.957

Error Values for Output Units
 t1(E)

= 1 and t2(E) = 0 [from categorisation]
 o1(E) = 0.750 and o2(E) = 0.957
 So:
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Error Values for Hidden Units
δO1 = 0.0469 and δO2 = -0.0394
 h1(E) = 0.999 and h2(E) = 0.0067
 So, for H1, we add together:




(w11*δ01) + (w12*δO2) = (1.1*0.0469)+(3.1*-0.0394) = -0.0706



And multiply by: h1(E)(1-h1(E)) to give us:
o



For H2, we add together:


(w21*δ01) + (w22*δO2) = (0.1*0.0469)+(1.17*-0.0394) = -0.0414



And multiply by: h2(E)(1-h2(E)) to give us:
o
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-0.0706 * (0.999 * (1-0.999)) = 0.0000705 = δH1

-0.0414 * (0.067 * (1-0.067)) = -0.00259= δH2

Calculation of Weight Changes
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For weights between the input and hidden layer

Calculation of Weight Changes


For weights between hidden and output layer



Weight changes are not very large
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Small differences in weights can make big differences in
calculations
But it might be a good idea to increase η

Calculation of Network Error


Could calculate Network error as




But there are multiple output units, with numerical output




Proportion of mis-categorised examples
So we use a more sophisticated measure:

Not as complicated as it looks


Square the difference between target and observed
o



Add up all the squared differences
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Squaring ensures we get a positive number

For every output unit and every example in training set

Suitable Problems for ANNs


Examples and target categorisation


Can be expressed as real values
o



Predictive accuracy is more important than
understanding what the machine has learned
o



Can take hours and days to train networks

Execution of learned function must be quick


Learned networks can categorise very quickly
o
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Black box non-symbolic approach, not easy to digest

Slow training times are OK




ANNs are just fancy numerical functions

Very useful in time critical situations (is that a tank, car or bus?)

Error: ANNs are fairly robust to noise in data

Genetic Algorithms

Part 16
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Mimicking Darwinian evolution



How do we get an agent to act intelligently?
One answer:




Idea:






Evolving a species to survive in a niche
Via adaptation of species through survival of the fittest

More general idea:
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Mimic Darwinian evolution to evolve intelligent agents

Intelligence is a specific instance of evolution




Humans have evolved a brain which enables us to act intelligently

Evolve programs to solve problems

Overview of Genetic Algorithms (GAs)


Represent parameters as bit strings, e.g., 1010101...





Start with a population (fairly large set) of possible
solutions known as individuals
Combine possible solutions by swapping material





Choose the “best” solutions and kill off the worse solutions
This generates a new set of possible solutions

Requires a notion of “fitness” of the individual
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Everything in computers is represented in binary

Based on an evaluation function
Dependent on properties of the solution

The Canonical Genetic Algorithm
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The Initial Population
 Represent

solutions to your problem as
bit strings of length L
 Choose an initial population
 Generate

length L strings of 1s & 0s

randomly
 Strings

are sometimes called
chromosomes
 Letters

in the string are called “genes”
 We call the bit-strings “individuals”
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The Selection Process
We are going to combine (mate) pairs of
members of the current population to produce
offspring
 We need to choose which pairs to mate
 Use an evaluation function, g(c), which
depends on desirable properties of solutions
 Use g(c) to define a fitness function
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Calculating Fitness
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Use a fitness function to assign a probability
of each individual being used in the mating
process for the next generation



Usually we use:
fitness(c) = g(c) / A,
where A = average of g(c) over entire
population



Other constructions are possible

Using the Fitness Function


Use fitness to produce an intermediate population IP
from which mating will occur



Integer part of the fitness value represents the number
of copies of individuals guaranteed to go in IP



Fractional part of the fitness value represents the
probability that an extra copy will go into IP


Use a probabilistic function (roll dice) to determine whether the
extra copies are added to the IP
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Examples of Selection


Example #1








Example #2
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Suppose the average of g over the population is 17
And for a particular individual c0, g(c0) = 25
Fitness(c0) = 25/17 = 1.47
Then 1 copy of c0 is guaranteed to go into IP
And the probability of another copy going in is 0.47
Suppose g(c1) = 14
No copy of c1 is guaranteed to go into IP
The probability of one copy going in is 14/17 = 0.82

The Mating Process


Pairs from the Intermediate Population are chosen
randomly







Could choose the same individual multiple times!

They are combined with a probability pc
Their offspring are produced by recombination
Offspring go into the next generation
The process is repeated until



The next generation contains the required number of
individuals for the next population
Often this is taken as the current population size which keeps
the population size constant
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Analogy with Natural Evolution


Analogy holds:


Some very fit individuals may be unlucky, and:
o
o





Some less fit individuals may be lucky and find a
partner and produce hundreds of offspring!

Analogy is only partial:
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not find a partner
not be able to reproduce with the partner they find

There is no notion of sexes
Individuals can mate with themselves

The Recombination Process


The population will only evolve to be better if
best parts of the best individuals are combined



Crossover techniques are used





Mutation techniques are used
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They take material (genes) from each individual
And add it to “offspring” individuals

Which randomly alter the offspring
Good for getting out of local maxima

One-point crossover


Randomly choose a single point in both individuals





Generate two offspring from the combinations
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Both have the same point
Split into LHS1+RHS1 and LHS2+RHS2
Offspring 1: LHS1+RHS2
Offspring 2: LSH2+RHS

Example: (X,Y,a,b are all ones and zeros)

Two-point Crossover
Two points are chosen in the strings
 The material falling between the two points is
swapped in the string for the two offspring
 Example:
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Inversion


Another possible operator to mix things up




Takes the material from only on parent

Randomly chooses two points



Takes the segment in-between the points
Reverses it in the offspring

Example:
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The Mutation Process


Recombination keeps large strings the same






Not just randomly jumbling up the bit-strings
Produces a large range of possible solutions
But might get into a local maxima

Random mutation


Each bit in every offspring produced
o
o



May help avoid local maxima
o



In natural evolution mutation is almost always harmful

Could use probability distribution
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Is “flipped” from 0 to 1 or vice versa
With a given probability (usually pretty small < 1%)



To protect the best individuals in population
But is this good for avoiding local maxima?

Schematic Overview of
Producing the Next Generation
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The Termination Check


Termination may involve testing whether an individual
solves the problem to a good enough standard






Alternatively, termination may occur after a fixed time or
after a fixed number of generations
Note that the best individual in a population may not be
as good as the best in a previous population
So, your GA should:
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Not necessarily having found a definitive answer

Record the best from each generation
Output the best from all populations as the answer

Problem I: Representing Solutions


Difficulty 1:




Encoding solutions as bit strings in the first place
ASCII strings require 8 bits (=1 byte) per letter
Solutions can become very long
o



Difficulty 2:



Avoiding redundancy
Many bit strings produced by recombination and mutation will
not represent possible solutions at all
o




How do we evaluate such possibilities (obviously bad???)

Situation is better when solutions are continuous
o
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So that evolution takes many cycles to converge

Over a set of real-valued numbers or integers

Situation is worse when there is a finite number of solutions

Problem II: Evaluation Functions



Fitness function is not to be confused with the
evaluation function
Evaluation function must, if possible:






Problem when populations have evolved
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Return a real-valued number
Be quick to calculate (this will be done many, many times)
Distinguish between different individuals
All individuals score highly with respect to fitness
So we may have to do some fixing to spread them out
Otherwise they all have roughly equal chance of reproducing
and evolution will have stopped

Analogy with Genetics


Analogies often used



With analogy to both genetic and species evolution
They are rarely exact and sometimes misleading

GA
Population
Bit string
Bit
Selection
Recombination
Mutation
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Genetics

Species______

DNA
Chromosome
Gene
???
Crossover
Mutation

Population
Organism
Genome???
Survival of the fittest
Inheritance
Mutation

Application to Transportation System Design


Taken from the ACM Student Magazine






Vehicles on a road system modelled as individual
agents
Want to increase traffic flow
Uses a GA approach to evolve solutions to:
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Undergraduate project of Ricardo Hoar & Joanne Penner

The problem of timing traffic lights
Optimal solutions only known for very simple road systems

Traffic light switching times are real-valued numbers
over a continuous space

Transport Evaluation Function


Traffic flow is increased if:
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The average time a car is waiting is decreased
Alternatively, the total waiting time is decreased



They used this evaluation function:



Wi is the total waiting time for car i and di is the
total driving time for car i.

Results
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Reduction in waiting times for a simple road:



Solutions similar to (human) established solutions

Results
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Reduction in waiting times for a more complicated road
system (not too complicated, though)



Roughly 50% decrease in waiting times

Using Genetic Algorithms


If you can answer four questions:







Then why not try GAs for your problem?




Similar to neural networks (might not be the best way to
proceed, but it is quick and easy to get going)

“Try a quick implementation before investing more time
thinking about another approach”.
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What is the fitness [evaluation] function?
How is an individual represented?
How are individuals selected?
How do individuals reproduce?

Transport app worked very well (undergrad level)

Genetic Programming

Part 17
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Automatic Programming


Getting software to write software



Brilliant idea, but turned out to be very difficult
Intuitively, should be easier than other tasks
o
o



The automatic programming community



Didn’t deliver on early promises
So people began to avoid this area
o
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But programming requires cunning and guile
And is just as difficult to automate as other human tasks

“Automated Programming” became words of warning

But Lots of Techniques…


Many techniques involve



The automation of programming
For example, decision tree learning
o





Similarly for Artificial Neural Networks

Genetic programming people are more open
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The output is a decision tree program, which must be run
given input information in order for it to make decisions

They quite clearly state that they are involved in
automatic programming projects
Perhaps they will achieve this Holy Grail of AI

Genetic Programming Overview


The task is to produce a program which completes a
particular task or solves a particular problem




Initial population is produced






Programs are translated, compiled and executed
Users evaluate their performance

New programs are bred
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Individuals are program representations

Individuals are selected




Done by search inspired by evolutionary methods

From single individuals (mutation)
From pairs of parent individuals (crossover)

Comparison with Genetic Algorithms


Evolutionary processes very similar


Choosing of individuals to mate sometimes simpler

Fitness functions are problem specific
 Specifying termination is very similar
 Big difference is the representation
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GAs have a fixed representation for which
parameters are learned
GPs really do evolve programs, which can grow in
structure, complexity and size

Questions to be Answered




How is the programming task specified?
How are the ingredients chosen/specified/
How do we represent programs?
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In a way that enables reproduction, evaluation, etc.

How are individuals chosen for reproduction?
How are offspring produced?
How are termination conditions specified?
We will start by looking at the representation of
programs, as this is required to answer many questions

Representing Programs
Programs are written as lines of code
 Want to combine parent programs into
offspring






Could think of each line as a bit
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As with GAs, it’s a good idea not to randomly jumble
up the lines of code
And perform one and two point crossover as for
GAs

However, that leads to programs which don’t
even compile


We at least need our offspring to be compilable!

A Tree Representation


Idea: represent programs as trees




Functions
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Examples: add, multiply, square root, sine, cosine
Problem specific ones: getPixel(), goLeft()

Terminals (leaves)




Each node is either a function or a terminal

Constants and variables, e.g., 10, 17, X, Y

The nodes below a function node are the inputs to that
function
The node itself represents the output from the function
as input to the parent node
The nodes at the ends of branches are terminals only

An Example
if (root(x+y) < 10) then return x else return x / y
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Expressivity


We will look at simple programs only




Called result producing branches
These form part of larger programs (as subroutines)
They can be seen as functions
o
o



Programs which are in the search space




Dependent on function set, terminal set
And the programmatic functions, e.g., if-then-else, for-loop
And the limitations of the nodes
o
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Taking a set of inputs and producing a single output value
E.g., X and Y were inputs in the previous function, which
returned either X or X/Y

E.g., a node for if X less than Y, then (could be more general)

More General Representation
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< can be replaced by any boolean function
Beware: more expressive means bigger space which
means that convergence to a solution could take forever

Specifying the Program Task
Remember we are trying to evolve a program
rather than write one ourselves
 Need to specify what the program should do




Embedded into an evaluation function so that the
selection of the fittest can drive evolution

Not just what is good, but what should happen
 Problem specific, a difficult part of the task
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Specifying the Problem (Method #1)
Simply give a set of input/output pairs
 Evaluation function counts the number of
inputs for which the program correctly
generates the output
 Example:






“Discovery of Understandable Math Formulas
Using Genetic Programming”
Task to develop a function for highest common
factor so that the program can be understood
Input was triples of the form (A, B, hcf(A,B))
o
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For instance (3,6,3), (15,20,5), etc.

Specifying the Problem (Method #2)
Take the artifacts produced by the evolved
programs and test them using a (possibly
complicated) evaluation function
 E.g., Project by Penousal Machado et. Al
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“Adding colour to greyscale images”
Many fitness functions tried, including this one:

Specifying the Function and Terminal Sets


GP engine needs to know




Function set





All the variables and constants that can appear

Often highly problem specific
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All the computational units in the graph
E.g., *,+,/,-,√,…

Terminal set




Which ingredients are allowed in the programs

E.g., robotics: travel_in_direction(), left, right, etc.
E.g., image manipulation: sine, cosine, getPixel(), etc.

Specifying Control Parameters


Very important: size of the population





Usually kept (roughly) constant throughout
More individuals means greater diversity but a
longer time to make changes

Also important: maximum length of programs



GPs don’t have a fixed structure like GAs
So the programs could balloon
o
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Often a criticism of GPs is that the programs are huge and
incomprehensible

Having a cap on the program length can improve
comprehensibility and improve search

Termination Conditions
Very similar to GAs
 Can wait a certain amount of time





Some implementations allow the user to
monitor and stop the search if it reaches a
plateau
 Can also wait until a good individual is found
i.e., until one scores high enough with respect
to the evaluation function
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Or for a certain number of generations
Best individual seen in any generation is taken

Evolving New Populations


Important aspects of generating new
population:






Genetic operators
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How the initial population is produced
How individuals are selected to produce offspring
How new individuals (offspring) are generated
Reproduction
Mutation
Crossover
Architecture altering

Seeding an Initial Population
First population is produced randomly
 Functions and terminals are added to graph
and then terminals are turned into functions
 Random choice 1: what to put at the top
 Random choice 2: which node to expand





Which terminal to change into a function
Care taken to keep inputs the same type

Random choice 3: when to stop altering
 This produces many programs of varied
shapes and sizes
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Choosing Individuals
To Produce Offspring from
“Reproduction” is used and “mating” is
inaccurate (sometimes single individuals
reproduce)
 Selection based on the evaluation function







Individuals go into an intermediate population again
Only those in the IP will produce offspring

Using the evaluation function probabilistically


A probability is assigned to each individual
o
o
o
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Then a “dice” is thrown for it
E.g., 0.8: generate random number between 0 and 1
If it is 0.8 or less, the individual goes into the IP

Other Possibilities for
the Selection Procedure


Tournament selection:






Selection by rank
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Pairs of individuals are chosen and the fittest of the
two goes through to IP
Meant to simulate competition in nature
If two fairly unfit individuals are chosen, one of
them will win
Evaluation function used to order the individuals
Only the top ones go into the IP
Means the least fit die off (could be a bad thing)

Genetic Operators for Single Individuals


Reproduction






A copy of the individual is taken and passed on without
alteration
Means old generation members can survive
Hence we can completely kill off the previous generation

Mutation



A node is chosen at random and removed
To be replaced by a randomly generated subtree generated in
same way as the initial population



Sometimes constraints are added:
o
o
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Functions only replaced by functions
Terminals only replaced by terminals

Example of Mutation
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Crossover Operation
for Two Parent Individuals


Parents chosen randomly from the IP


Two parents may be the same individual

A node on one parent is chosen randomly
 A node on the other parent is chosen randomly
 The subtrees below the nodes are swapped






If parents are the same individual
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These subtrees are called the crossover fragments
Must make sure the two nodes on tree are different
Otherwise two copies of the individual are passed on

Example of Crossover
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Application Domain #1:
Evolving Electronic Circuits


John Koza






Particularly fruitful area:
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Stanford Professor and CEO of “Genetic
Programming Inc.”
Guru of Genetic Programming, very successful
Made GP more mainstream by his success
Producing designs for circuit diagrams, e.g.,
antennas, amplifiers, etc.
Functions mimic how transistors, resistors, etc. work
Has led to many new inventions

Quote from
www.genetic-programming.com
“There are now 36 instances where genetic programming
has automatically produced a result that is competitive
with human performance, including 15 instances
where genetic programming has created an entity that
either infringes or duplicates the functionality of a
previously patented 20th-century invention, 6 instances
where genetic programming has done the same with
respect to a 21st-century invention, and 2 instances
where genetic programming has created a patentable
new invention.”
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Application Domain #2:
Evolutionary Art



Programs are evolved to manipulate images
Initial seed generated randomly using





Mathematical operators, *, root, +, sine, cosine, etc.
And pixel operators, getPixels(), setPixelRGB(), etc.

The user acts as the fitness function




They choose the images they like
These are used to generate more offspring
And the user is shown the best of the generation
o
o
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Assessed in terms of closeness to the chosen ones
(e.g., similar colour distributions, complexity, etc.,)

Complicated and beautiful images result from this
process, and people are becoming very interested


E.g., an ad-campaign for Absolut Vodka

The Nevar Evoluationary Art Program


The goal of the project is to produce an
automated artist


Includes the greyscale colour discussed previously

Implemented and maintained by Penousal
Machado at Coimbra University in Portugal
 Produced many images which have won prizes
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Image from Nevar #1
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Image from Nevar #2
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